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Evening Machines

“…characteristically ruminative… 
blending a gentle spaciousness with dusky 

atmospheres and carefully nuanced textures.”

“...beautiful collisions of acoustic instruments, 
Isakov’s soothing vocals and otherworldly noise.”
“…unfolds at a gentle pace…[it] is the sound of 

befuddlement turned into beauty.” 

“Evening Machines showcases his emotionally 
evocative songwriting style; rich in narrative 

detail and beautifully contemplative.”

“It’s an album of small intentions with a grand  
sweep, intimate and boundless at the same time.” 

“That simple presentation leaves nothing for  
Isakov to hide behind. He lets the stripped down 
nuances of his lyrics and musician-ship speak for 

themselves; the results are deceptively straightforward 
but immense in their complexity.”

“His songs are lush, delicate and considered…
Evening Machines is poised to push Isakov even 
higher...In significant ways, it’s his most mature 

and singular-sounding record to date.”

“…finds the gifted songwriter doing what he does 
best: painting a landscape in simple language that 

stirs our most complex emotions.”

««««¶
“A dark gem of a record…brooding and beautiful.” 

“The 12-song set feels derived from moonlight;  
an insomniac’s journal refined into an elegant, 

leather-bound codex.”

“Isakov’s swooping melodies still feel like fall to 
me. His new album, Evening Machines, hits all 

kinds of melancholy sonic spots.”

BEST ALBUMS OF 2018 

«««««««««¶
“A moody, intoxicating masterpiece”

“Underneath the rich, unique production  
technique is a master songwriter…easily one of the 

best albums I’ve heard so far this year.”“Isakov doesn’t reinvent his sound 
 in this album, he reignites it...”

“Isakov’s latest is an evocative album, 
consistently holding a listener’s attention.”

“Evening Machines suspends time and space as 
well as the simultaneous mood of earthiness mixed 

with that surreal somewhere else.”

“Atmospheric, opaque, and layered with texture...
electronically accented folk-rock.”

TOP SONGS OF 2018 - “SAN LUIS”
“Ethereal background vocals and production propel 
the lyrics of Isakov’s ‘San Luis’…Isakov’s half-spoken 
delivery leaves us wanting to know, and hear, more.” 

[Of “Berth”] “A gorgeous tune”
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Evening Machines

“Gregory Alan Isakov makes some of the most pleasant 
music on the planet...his music is akin to laying in the 
back of a pickup truck and staring up at the stars. I just 
can’t paint a better picture than that. If you don’t have a 

truck, your ear buds or your living room will do.”

“Thoroughly mesmerizing”
“Evening Machines is both spacious and intimate, 

like a walk with a friend at dusk. As your friend talks 
to you, the sounds of twilight surround you both.”

“It’s an absolute masterpiece  
of modern folk.”“Gregory Alan Isakov’s words in his  

new record speak for themselves and like a rare 
stone sparkle either on the page as poetry or as 

slow burning acoustic ballads that burrow into the 
listener’s consciousness.” 

“This album stands alongside his best work.”

“The music on Evening Machines is powerful, 
vulnerable and surprising…a completely 

 exciting and gorgeous record.”

“Gregory Alan Isakov has a lot of range,  
even within a single song. He can slide from  

majestic waves of strings and percussion to bare, 
almost-whispered vocals.”


